Detailed analysis of behavior of spin-entangled particle pairs under arbitrary rotations in their Hilbert space has been performed. It shows a rich range of varieties (faces) of entanglement in different bases. Analytic criteria are obtained for the respective faces of an entangled state. The corresponding conditions generally depend on both the state itself and the chosen basis. The most important result is revealing a deep analogy between a spin-entangled electronic qubit pair and momentum-entangled photon pair. Both cases exhibit coherence transfer from individual particles to nonlocal state of the system. This analogy allows us to predict certain features of the interference patterns in spin-entangled qubit pairs.
Introduction.
The article presents a thorough analysis of behavior of spin-entangled systems, specificallypairs of spin-(1/2) particles under rotations in their Hilbert space H . Starting from a single particle (Sec.2), we formulate transformation rules for switching from one basis to another. Then we consider some characteristics of disentangled and entangled pairs in different bases and representations (Sec.3). In Sec.4, the transformation rules are applied to an entangled pair with opposite spin components. The analysis demonstrates entanglement as a very "flexible" physical characteristic changing its "face" in different bases. Multi-faced nature of entanglement is also shown for a system with equal spin-components in its reference basis (Sec.5). Finally, the case with different bases used by different observers is discussed (Sec. 6). In all cases, the corresponding analytic criteria are obtained for the respective "faces" of an entangled state. The found conditions, formulated in boxed equations, generally depend on both -the state itself and the chosen basis. One of the most important results of the analysis is that all studied cases of entanglement exhibit coherence transfer from individual particles to nonlocal state of the whole system. Such effect has also been known for entangled photon systems. In this respect, the studied system demonstrates a deep analogy between a spin-entangled fermion pair and momentum-entangled boson pair. Coherence transfer turns out to be fundamental feature of any entangled composite state. This allows us to predict some experimentally observable characteristics in the nonlocal bi-particle interference similar to known interference patterns in the nonlocal bi-photon states.
All essential points of the article are summarized in Sec. 7.
Spin-state in different bases
As a prelude to delving into possible entangled states of a bipartite system, we review first a single qubit state as recorded in different bases. Here, we will represent qubit as the spin (1/2) eigenstates. In the z s -basis with eigenstates  ("spin up") and  ("spin down"), an arbitrary spin state s shown in 
(b)
The inverse transformations:
  gives the y s basis  ("spin-right") and  "spinleft"):
If s is not in the equatorial plane, superposition (2.1) is not equally-weighted. For s shown in Fig.1 
The opposite case is observed in the limit  PP PP (2.20) This is a natural feature for a state represented in or measured from its reference basis. The composite states can also be visualized in the coupled representation [4, 6] describing the system by the net spin S and its Z-projection Z S (the net values of observables will be denoted by italics capitals). The two representations are generally different and form different bases in H .
Spin-entangled composite states
And even though the coupled representation gives in the considered case the same information, its geometric visualization is also different from that in Fig. 2 . Instead of an individual vector for each particle, we will have one geometric object for the whole pair (Fig. 3 ). [7, 8] .
The underlying physics here is different (e.g., 
 has only two values), but it also shows intimate connection between system's properties and the corresponding phase. Now we turn to entangled states. Entanglement embraces much more than usually discussed composite states. It may as well involve different characteristics of a single particle. A spin measurement in Stern-Gerlach experiment uses entanglement between spin and momentum and thereby evolving position of a single atom in an external magnetic field. While spin is purely quantum characteristic, the position may reside in the domain of classical approximation and form the pointer states when the field is not uniform. Under used experimental conditions we infer information about spin from position to which the atomic wave packet collapses on the observation screen [4] .
But here we consider a bipartite system. Specifically, we discuss spin-entangled particles A and B, e.g., an electron pair with some definite Z S . In such cases, neither particle can be imaged as a single vector like in Fig.1 or 2: since neither of them has a definite state, it is not determined which vector represents which particle. We can only treat the system analytically.
A general expression for a composite entangled state with 0 (The used notations imply p and q being real positive without loss of generality). The z Smeasurements of  will always show the two particles with anti-parallel spin components. This kind of correlated outcomes is frequently named anti-correlations [9 -11] . But to avoid possible confusion with non-correlated states, we will hereafter call the composite states with opposite individual outcomes for its constituents "(  )correlations", and states with identical outcomes "(+)correlations". In case (3. overwhelmingly dominating and thus bringing each particle closer to a definite state. In the limit 0   or  , (3.1) reduces to only one term, the entanglement vanishes, each particle acquires its own state, but these individual states remain strictly    correlated in the Z S -basis. How can we monitor the parameters of state (3.1)? The answer to this question depends on many factors, including physical characteristics of a pre-existing system producing (A, B)-pair. Expression (3.1) with arbitrary , pq describes all possible cases with 0 Z S  . Our next step will be studying the system in an arbitrary basis.
Various faces of entanglement
The spin-measurement outcomes depend on the pair's net spin. correlated outcomes in another basis, which would be already a signature of a triplet. This reflects the fact that in QM even definite information (no entanglement) about parts of a system may be still insufficient for knowledge of the whole system [4, 6] . It is even more so when such information is indefinite like in (3.1), apart from the fact that condition 0 Z S  does not define the net spin S.
The basis-dependence of the initially pure    or    correlations had been used in the groundbreaking discussions of possibility of superluminal signaling between separated locations [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . 
 e e P , with the first argument in parentheses standing for A and the second one for B. They are directly calculated from (4.1, 2): The only way to guarantee the zero net spin of the system is to require 0   , that is to eliminate the f -terms. In view of (4.2) this gives Conditions (4.14, 15) for pure triplet are more restrictive than (4.12) for pure singlet. Apart from requiring superposition (3.1) to be equally-weighted, it takes e , in view of (2.10), to the "equatorial" plane of the Bloch sphere. Only in this plane will we observe complete conversion to pure (+) correlations when measuring state (4.16). Note also that (3.2) and (4.9) describe totally different characteristics of the system. The (3.2) gives relative weights of the two On the other hand, the role of  here and in (3.1, 4) is similar to  in a disentangled pair as visualized in Fig-s 
It is maximal when superposition (3.1) is equally-weighted and e lies in the equatorial plane.
The most important feature of the whole phenomenon is vanishing of one-particle interference in all considered entangled states. This becomes evident if we find from (4.4-8) the net probability, say, for A to collapse to a state e :  . The entanglement "steals" the coherence from its local constituents and transfers it to the whole pair. The same result will be obtained in the next section for (+)correlated entanglement. This shows that the described effect is a general characteristic of entangled composite states. Since each nonlocal state is a direct product (e.g., AB  ) of local states, it is natural that the coherence must shift "up" to the nonlocal level. We see the same trend as in the previous section. The local probabilities are phaseindependent, whereas nonlocal ones are periodic functions of  . Again, the coherence is shifted by entanglement from local to nonlocal states. ,,
Entangled states with
e e e e e e
Let now Alice measure her particle in the   Expression (6.6) also shows 4 possible outcomes, as in case (4.1). If e resides in the Northern hemisphere of Fig. 1 Each ket here is just one of the 4 eigenstates of our bipartite. Only 2 of them are present in (6.17a), while all 4 -in (6.17b). Generally, the mathematical structure of entangled superposition (6.17) is the same as in simple superposition (2.1). The only distinction is that the eigenstates now are nonlocal and H -space is 4-dimentional. Generalizing a very useful term "photonic atom" (used also in [10, 11] ), we can call entangled system (6.17) the "nonlocal atom". Such atom interferes with itself as does a single particle in (2.1) with the only distinction that the number of periodic terms in the interference pattern may reach 4.
Conclusions
As is well known, entanglement is an extremely fragile state of a system -it is easily destroyed (decohered) even by very weak perturbations (see, e.g., [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ). At the same time it is, in contrast with pure correlations, invariant under rotations in H -the whole system, while changing in number of superposed eigenstates, remains entangled. In our jargon, the system may show different "faces" in different bases -e.g., converting from    or    correlated state to its opposite or to their superposition. There are exceptions when initial pure correlation remains invariant -case (4.13) for initially ()  correlated spin-entangled state and case (5.14) with condition (5.13) for initially (+)correlated state. Generally, an initial state with pure correlation converts to a superposition of differently correlated states, which may be equally-weighted under some specific conditions. All these changes can be reversed under inversed rotations.
There are analytical criteria for each type of behavior of entangled states, which have been formulated in the article.
Generally, entanglement and correlations are different concepts describing different characteristics of a system. The term "correlations" embraces a larger set of systems than entanglement. Two pure subsets of pairs -one Moreover, correlated systems may be purely classical, whereas entanglement is exclusively quantum property. Therefore we must be careful when discussing role of correlations in entangled superposition. The most important result of this work is that nonlocal probabilities are periodic functions of the phase difference between superposed states. Entanglement destroys periodic pattern for each separate particle and transfers coherence from single events to combined outcomes. Such effect of coherence transfer was experimentally demonstrated in 1990 for the equally-weighted superposition of momentum-entangled photons (RTO experiments [9 -11, 18, 19] ). Thus, presented analysis reveals the analogy between the interference patterns in totally different physical systems -momentum-entangled bosons and spin-entangled fermions. This shows that 18 we are dealing with a very general phenomenon which might be also generalized back to an arbitrary, rather than just equally-weighted, superposition of coupled bosons. Altogether, we can predict some similar features in behavior of spin-entangled electrons and momentum-entangled photons under measurements in the respective bases. This topic will be addressed in another article.
